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ABSTRACT 

The sign function of a square matrix was introduced by Roberts in 1971. 
We show that it is useful to regard S = sign(A) as being part of a matrix 
sign decomposition A = SN, where N = (A ) ’ 1/z This decomposition leads to . 
the new representation sign(A) = A(A2)-‘i2. Most results for the matrix sign 
decomposition have a counterpart for the polar decomposition A = UH, and vice 
versa. To illustrate this, we derive best approximation properties of the factors 
U, H, and S, determine bounds for I/A - SII and IIA - UII, and describe integral 
formulas for S and U. We also derive explicit expressions for the condition 
numbers of the factors S and N. An important equation expresses the sign of a 
block 2 x 2 matrix involving A in terms of the polar factor U of A. We apply 
this equation to a family of iterations for computing S by Pandey, Kenney, and 
Laub, to obtain a new family of iterations for computing U. The iterations have 
some attractive properties, including suitability for parallel computation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The matrix sign function was introduced by Roberts [41] in 1971 as a 

tool for solving the Lyapunov equation and the algebraic Riccati equation. 

Roberts defined it via a contour integral, but most authors favor a definition 

based on the Jordan canonical form A = ZJZ-’ of A E Cnxn. If we 
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arrange that 

Jl 0 

J= 0 J2’ [ 1 
where the eigenvalues of J1 lie in the open left half plane and those of 52 

lie in the open right half plane, then 

sign(A) = Z 
-I 0 

[ 1 o r z-1. (1.1) 

The sign function is undefined if A has an eigenvalue on the imaginary 
axis. While this definition is convenient to work with, it does not provide 
a reliable way to compute sign(A); nor does Roberts’s integral definition. 
For computation, Roberts proposed the Newton iteration 

Xk+l = ;(xk + xi’), X0 = A, (1.2) 

which he showed converges quadratically to sign(A) for any A E Cnxn 
having no pure imaginary eigenvalues. This iteration is Newton’s method 
applied to the equation X2 = I. 

The utility of the sign function is easily seen from Roberts’s observation 
that the Sylvester equation 

AX+XB=C, A E Cm'", B E C!"'", C E Cm'", 

is equivalent to the equation 

[;: IS] =[i :] [;: -;I [ii :I-‘. 
If sign(A) = I and sign(B) = I then 

so the solution X can be read from the sign of the block upper triangular 
matrix 

I -c 

[ 1 0 B’ 

The conditions that sign(A) and sign(B) are identity matrices are certainly 
satisfied for the Lyapunov equation (B = A*) in the common case where 
A is positive stable, that is, ReXi > 0 for all i. 
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The matrix sign function was the subject of a steady stream of papers 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. It has been widely used to solve the 
algebraic Riccati equation; see, for example, [8], and see [36] for a survey. It 
has also been applied to eigensystem computations (see, for example, [5, 11, 
28]), though some of the proposed algorithms are of dubious computational 
merit. Recently there has been a resurgence of interest in the matrix sign 
function because of its suitability for constructing parallel algorithms [9, 14, 
151, particularly in the context of the nonsymmetric eigenproblem [3, 371. 

The polar decomposition is much older than the matrix sign function. 
It was introduced by Autonne in 1902 [2]. It is the decomposition A = UH 

of A E Cmx” (m 2 n), where U E C”‘” has orthonormal columns and 
H E C”‘” is Hermitian and positive semidefinite. If A has full rank, then 
H is nonsingular and U is unique. For a thorough discussion of the history 
of the polar decomposition see [27, Section 3.01. 

The purpose of this work is to show that there are several relationships 
and analogies between the matrix sign function and the polar decompo- 
sition and that by exploiting them we can derive useful insights and new 
results. In Section 2 we introduce the matrix sign decomposition, A = SN, 

and use it to derive the new formula S = sign(A) = A(A2)-‘/2. We sum- 
marize some best approximation properties of the polar and sign decom- 
positions in Section 3. We investigate the conditioning of the matrix sign 
decomposition in Section 4, deriving explicit expressions for the condition 
numbers of S and N. We obtain estimates for the distance from a matrix 
to its sign function and its polar factor U in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 
we derive a new family of iterations for computing the polar decomposition 
by adapting a family obtained by Pandey, Kenney, and Laub for the sign 
function. Since the iterations are in partial fraction form, they are very 
amenable to parallel computation. 

2. THE MATRIX SIGN DECOMPOSITION 

If a is a real scalar, then a = sign(u)] 1, a w h ere sign(a) = fl is the famil- 
iar sign of a scalar. The polar decomposition is one generalization of this 
scalar decomposition to complex matrices, with sign(a) becoming the factor 
U with orthonormal columns, and ]a] the Hermitian positive semidefinite 
matrix H. Another generalization, which has apparently not been explored 
before (except incidentally in [lo], as described below) translates sign(u) 
to sign(A). We define the matrix sign decomposition 

A=SN, S = sign(A), A E Cnxn. 
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Here, and throughout this section, we assume that A has no pure imaginary 

eigenvalues. This decomposition is uniquely defined because S = sign(A) 

is uniquely defined and nonsingular (its eigenvalues are &l), so that N = 

SW1 A. In fact, since S is involutary (S’ = 1)) N = SA. 

In the case of a Jordan block the decomposition can be written as 

J(X) = sign() sign(X)J(X) E SN. 

More generally, if A = Zdiag(J(&))Z-’ is a Jordan decomposition, then 

S = 2 diag(sign(Xk))Z-‘, N = Zdiag(sign(Xk))diag(J(&))Z-‘. 

It is clear from these expressions that S, N, and A always commute with 

each other. 
Since the matrix sign decomposition and the polar decomposition are 

generalizations of the same scalar decomposition, we might expect there to 

be analogies between them. Immediately apparent are spectral analogies: 

A=SN: s2 = I, Xi(S) = fl, ReX,(N) > 0, 

A = UH: U*l_J = I, I&(U)1 = 1, Xi(H) > 0. 

As might be guessed from these properties, the matrix sign decomposition 

and the polar decomposition are the same decomposition when A is Hermi- 

tian. Unlike the matrix sign factors S and N, the polar factors of a square 

matrix do not always commute: UH = HU if and only if A is normal (see, 

for example, [26, Theorem 7.3.41). 

It is well known (and easy to see) that H = (A*A)1/2, where the square 

root is the unique Hermitian positive semidefinite square root of a Her- 

mitian positive semidefinite matrix; therefore U = A(A*A)-l12. For the 

matrix sign decomposition, A2 = SNSN = S2N2 = N2, and since we are 

assuming A has no pure imaginary eigenvalues, A2 is nonsingular and has 

no real, negative eigenvalues. Therefore, N = (A2)li2, where for a nonsin- 

gular matrix B with no real, negative eigenvalues, B1i2 denotes the unique 
square root all of whose eigenvalues lie in the open right half plane. The 

existence and uniqueness of this square root follow from Theorem 4 in [18] 
(or see Lemma 1 in [12]). This characterization of N provides a new and 

particularly concise definition of the sign function: 

sign(A) = A(A2)-li2. 

The properties S2 = I and SA = AS are immediate from this definition, 

given the fact that (A2)- 1/2 is a polynomial in A2 [18, Theorem 41. The 
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theory of square roots guarantees that if B is real and has no real, negative 

eigenvalues, then B1/’ is real [18; 27, Section 6.41. Hence it is clear from this 

formula that sign(A) is real when A is real; this is not obvious from (1.1). 

Another analogy between S and U concerns exponential representa- 

tions. It is well known that any unitary matrix U can be written U = 

exp(iG), where G = G*. Similarly, any involutary matrix S can be writ- 

ten 5’ = exp(inW), where W has eigenvalues 0 and 1. Using the Jordan 

canonical form, it is straightforward to show that W = (I - S)/2 and 

SP=f(I+S)+q-(I-S), pE E%. 

Denman makes this observation in [lo] and proposes a method for comput- 

ing matrix pth roots based on the equations AP = (SN)p = SPNP. 
The matrix sign decomposition and the polar decomposition can be 

found explicitly when A E IRzx2. Uhlig [42] shows that 

U = y(A + ]det AlApT), H = y(ATA + /det AlI) (A E R2x2), 

where 

7 = ldet (A + (detA]A-‘)]-1’2. 

Kenney and Laub [31, Lemma 3.41 give the following prescription for S: 

S = sign(trace A)1 if detA > 0 and trace A # 0; if det A < 0 then 

S=p[A-(detA)A-l], N=p[A2-(detA)I] (A E R2x2), (2.1) 

where 
p = ( - det [A - (det A)A-‘I)-l”; 

and otherwise S is undefined. These explicit formulas for n = 2 again 

reveal similarities between the matrix sign and polar decompositions. It 

is interesting to note that S in (2.1) and Xi from (1.2) are both linear 

combinations of A and A-‘. 

3. APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 

The widespread use of the polar decomposition stems from the best 
approximation properties of its factors: If A E CnXn, then for any unitarily 

invariant norm, 

min{]]A - &]I : Q*Q = I} = (IA - UII 
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and 
min{]]A - X]]F : X H ermitian positive semidefinite} 

= IIA - ;(B + H&., 

where B = (A+A*)/2 and B = UBHB is a polar decomposition. The first 
property is proved by Fan and Hoffman [13] and the second by Higham 
[19]. The first property also holds for rectangular A in the 2-norm and 
the Frobenius norm, and the second property holds for the 2-norm when 
A is Hermitian [17]. The matrix sign decomposition is less well endowed 
with approximation properties, largely because the sign function ignores 
valuable information present in the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of 
A. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to derive the result, for A E Cnx”, 

min{llA - XIIF : X2 = I, X = X*} = IIA - sign(B)]]F, (3.1) 

where B is defined as above, and where, for the purposes of (3.1) only, 
we extend the definition of sign to singular Hermitian matrices by defining 
sign(O) = 1 or -1. The general problem 

min{]]A - X]]F : X2 = I} (3.2) 

appears to be an analytically intractable optimization problem. Three 
plausible conjectures can be ruled out by counter example. It is possible 
to find examples with n = 2 where sign(A) does not solve (3.2), where the 
solution is not triangular when A is triangular, and where the solution is 
not X = I when A is positive stable. 

4. PERTURBATION THEORY AND CONDITIONING 

Perturbation theory for the polar decomposition is well understood. 
Let A E CnXn be nonsingular, and let E = ]]AA]]F/]]A]]F. Higham [17, 
Theorem 2.51 shows that A + AA has the polar decomposition 

A + AA = (V + AU)(H + AH), 

where 

$p 5 Jzc + O(E2). 
F 

In fact , the 0(e2) term can be dropped from this bound [l, 6, 391. Kenney 
and Laub [31, Theorem 2.21 and Barrlund [4, Theorem 2.61 show that if 
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m(AA) < cm(A), h w ere 01 and gn denote the largest and smallest singular 
values, respectively, then 

where 0 = on(A)-‘. Moreover, if A is real and AA is restricted to be 
real, then we can take B = 2/[a,(A) + an-l(A)] [31, Theorem 2.3; 4, 
Theorem 2.41, which can be much smaller than the value c~(A)-~ obtained 
for complex perturbations. These bounds are sharp, so K.H = &? and 

RI = ~II4~lll~ll F are condition numbers for the polar factors H and 
U, respectively. Mathias [39] shows that, more generally, for any unitarily 
invariant norm, KU = QllAll/llUll, with 6 defined as for the Frobenius norm. 

We now make use of the perturbation analysis technique from [23] to 
derive a sharp perturbation result for the matrix sign decomposition. We 
use the Kronecker product @ [27]. 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that A E Cnx” and A + AA both have no 
pure imaginaq eigenvalues, and let their matrix sign decompositions be 

A = SN and A + AA = (S + AS)(N + AN). Define E = ]]AA]]F/]]A]]F 
and P = I CZJ N + NT @ I. Then 

II Asll F 

iIs/iF 
(4.1) 

IIANiiF 

llNllF 
I- IIP-l(I@A + AT @I)ll, l;;)/;c + O(E’), (4.2) 

and both bounds are attainable, to first order. 

Proof. Expanding the equation (N + AN)2 = (A + AA)2, we have 

NAN + ANN = A AA + AA A + 0(c2). (4.3) 

By applying the vet operator, which stacks the columns of a matrix into a 
vector, and using the relation vec(AXB) = (BT @ A)vec(X) [27, Lemma 
4.3.11, we obtain 

Pvec(AN) = (I @ A + AT @ I) vec(AA) + 0(c2). 

Hence we have the bound 

Il=c(AWl2 I: Ilp-l(~ 63 A + AT @ I)]12]]vec(AA)]]s + 0(e2), 
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which is sharp, to first order. The required bound (4.2) follows on noting 

that Ilvec(AA)llz = llAAl[~ = cIIAI(F and dividing by IINIIF. 

The bound for l/AS/i F can be deduced using the equations for AN, but 
it follows more simply from the equations 

NAS + ASN = AA - SAAS + 0(e2), (4.4) 

which are obtained by writing (A + AA)(S + AS) = (S + AS)(A + AA) as 

A AS - ASA = SAA - AA S + 0(e2), 

premultiplying by S, and using (S + AS)2 = I to replace SAS by -ASS 

+ 0(c2). The rest of the analysis is similar to that for AN. n 

Since the bounds of the theorem are sharp, the condition numbers for 

S and N are, respectively, 

KS = /IP(In2 - ST @ S)I12#’ 

r;N = Ip-1(15t~+~T~I)112&. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Note that if all the eigenvalues of A lie in the right half plane, then S = I 

and N = A, so that KS = 0 and KN = 1. This is what we would expect, 

since S is unaffected by small perturbations to A in this case. 

These explicit formulas for the condition numbers ns and KN are new. 

Kenney and Laub derive (4.4) in [31, Theorem 3.11; they show how to 

estimate and bound KS, but do not give an explicit expression for it, except 

for normal A (see below). 

An interesting aspect of the theorem is that N plays a key role in the 
conditioning of S = sign(A). To clarify the conditioning it is helpful to 

bound the condition numbers. We will assume that A is diagonalizable: 

A = ZDZel, where D = diag()\,). Then S = Zdiag(si)Z-’ and N = 

Zdiag(siXi)Z1, where s, = sign(&), and (4.4) can be rewritten 

diag(si)\,) s + A??diag(sJi) = a - diag(si) adiag(si) + 0(c2), 

where TS = Z-‘ASZ and a = Z-‘AA Z. Thus 
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The first-order term is zero if sisj = 1, so 

which implies 

Il~Sll~ I 26~2(2)~ max 

Here we have used the result that for any unitarily invariant norm [27, 
Corollary 3.5.101 

IWCII 5 II41211~IIIICI12~ A E CrXm, B E Cm-, C E Cnx”. 

(4.7) 
(in fact, any two of the norms on the right-hand side can be 2-norms). 

Thus 

Similar analysis using (4.3) yields the bound 

]lA]]F - 
IINIIF’ 

(4.9) 

where we set the maximum of a set to 1 if the set is empty or contains only 

zero elements. If A is normal, then we can take 62(Z) = 1 in (4.8) and 

(4.9), and both bounds are equalities in this case. For normal A, (4.8) is 

derived as an equality by Kenney and Laub [31, Theorem 3.11 (note that 

]A, + $1 in (3.12) of [31] should be )Xi - Xj]). 

The gist of (4.8) and (4.9) is that the sensitivity of both S and N is 

bounded in terms of the minimum distance between eigenvalues across the 

imaginary axis. If the eigenvalues are all real, then (A, + X,)/(X, - Xj) 

does not exceed 1 in modulus when ReX,ReXj < 0, so in this case KN is 

bounded solely in terms of the condition of the eigenvectors. 
For general A, we can estimate KS and &N in (4.5) and (4.6) without 

explicitly solving an n2 X n2 system of equations, as might be thought 

necessary from the formulas. We can use the matrix-norm estimator of 

Hager and Higham [16, 20, 221, which estimates ]j B ]] i by computing a few 

matrix-vector products Bz and B* y (typically four or five in total). For 
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KS, the matrix B = P-l(I nz - ST 8 S). Assuming that we know S and N, 
we can compute z = Bx as follows: 

(1) Form W = X - SXS, where x = vet(X). 
(2) Solve NZ + ZN = W, and set z = vet(Z). 

Thus we have to solve a Sylvester equation involving N; this can be done 
via a matrix sign evaluation using (1.3), since N is a positive stable matrix. 
We can compute B*y in a similar fashion, solving a Sylvester equation of 
the same form. The condition number &N can be estimated in a similar 
way, by solving Sylvester equations with the same coefficient matrices. As 
an alternative to this l-norm estimation procedure, we could apply the 
power method to B*B. Kenney and Laub [31] show how to estimate ICS by 
using its characterization as the Frechet derivative of sign(A) and applying 
the power method (see also [30] for a detailed description of the role of the 
Frechet derivative in condition estimation for matrix functions). They show 
how to compute the Frechet derivative explicitly: by solving a Sylvester 
equation [in fact, our (4.4), minus the second-order term] or by an iteration, 
and they also show how to approximate it by finite differences. Mathias [38] 
shows that the Frechet derivative can be computed efficiently via the Schur 
decomposition. All these condition estimators require 0(n3) operations. 

To emphasize the dependence of IES and &N on the eigenvector con- 
ditioning (or equivalently, on the nonnormality of A), we give in Table 1 
condition numbers for the upper triangular 6 x 6 matrix Ts(o) with diago- 
nal elements equally spaced between -1 and 1 and off-diagonal elements all 
equal to Q. The last two columns of the table show that the upper bounds 
(4.8) and (4.9) are not too far from being equalities in this example. 

5. ERROR BOUNDS 

It is useful to have easily computable estimates of IIA - U/j and IIA - SII, 
where A = UH and A = SN. By taking A in these estimates to be an 
iterate from an iteration for computing U or S we can decide when to 
terminate the iteration, because for the standard iterations the iterates 
have the same factor U or S as the starting matrix. First, we present 
two lemmas that bound IIA - UI/. L emma 5.1 generalizes Lemma 4.2 in 
[21] from the 2-norm and the Frobenius norm to an arbitrarily unitarily 
invariant norm. 
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TABLE 1. 

CONDITION NUMBERS FOR A 6 x 6 MATRIX Ts(a) 

(4.8) (4.9) 
l.OOe - 01 4.02e + 00 1.20e + 00 9.88e + 00 2.97e + 00 

1.67e - 01 5.29e + 00 1.52e + 00 1.99e + 01 6.24e + 00 

2.7Se - 01 9.96e + 00 2.37e + 00 6.15e + 01 2.13e + 01 

4.64e - 01 3.09e + 01 5.24e + 00 3.33e + 02 1.39e + 02 

7.74e - 01 1.57e + 02 2.75e + 01 2.83e + 03 1.75e + 03 

1.29e + 00 1.35e + 03 4.60e + 02 3.11e + 04 3.79e + 04 

2.15e + 00 1.96e + 04 9.56e + 03 3.79e + 05 7.33e + 05 

3.59e + 00 3.75e + 05 1.84e + 05 5.64e + 06 1.57e + 07 

5.99e + 00 7.79e + 06 3.77e + 06 1.02e + 08 4.49e + 08 

l.OOe + 01 1.66e + 08 7.98e + 07 2.06e + 09 1.48e + 10 

LEMMA 5.1. Let A E fIFx” (m 2 n) have the polar decomposition 
A = UH. Then 

“;;; ,;‘I I IIA - U/I 5 IIA*A - 111 
2 

for any unitarily in.variant norm 11 . 11. 

Proof It is straightforward to show that A*A -I = (A - U)*(A + U). 

Taking norms and using (4.7) gives the lower bound, since l/A*11 = llA[l for 
any unitarily invariant norm. Since A + U = U(H + I), we have, from the 
previous relation, 

(A - U)*U = (A*A - I)(H + I)-‘. 

Using (4.7) again, 

IIA - VII = ll(A - V’ull 
5 IIA’A - 4ll(H + Tllz 
< IIA’A - 111. 
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The next result bounds the distance IIA - U/12 in terms of the Newton 
correction +(A - A-*) [see (6.4) below]. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let the nonsingular matrix A E Cnx” have the polar 
decomposition A = UH. If IIA - Ullz = E < 1, then for any unitarily 

invariant norm 

GIlA -A-*ll I 11-4 - Ull I g\lA - A-*11. 

Proof Let E = A - U. It is straightforward to show that 

E = (A - A-*)(I + E*U)(21+ E*U)-l. 

Since IIE*U112 = llEl(=~ = c < 1, (4.7) yields 

IIEII 5 IlA - A-*11%. 

The lower bound for E is obtained by taking norms in 

A - A-* = E(21f E*U)(I + E*U)-l. 

n 

We mention that if all the singular values of A are at least 1 [as is the 
case for the iterates Xk (Ic 2 1) from the Newton iteration (6.4) below], 
then IIA - UJI 5 IIA - A-*]1 f or any unitarily invariant norm, with no 
restriction on (IA - U((; this inequality was noted for the 2-norm in [33, 
Lemma 2.11. 

Analogous results are already known for the matrix sign function. 

LEMMA 5.3 [40]. Let A E VXn, let S = sign(A), and let II . )I be any 
subordinate matrix norm. If IlS(A - S)II < 1, then 

IL@ - III 
Ilsll Wll + IISII) ’ 

M < llA2 - Ill. 
IISII 

The lower bound always holds. 

Proof. The lower bound is obtained by taking norms in A2 - I = 

(A-S)(A+S). The upper bound is obtained by manipulating the equation 
A - S = (A2 - I)(A+ S)-‘; for details, see the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [40]. 
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LEMMA 5.4 [34]. Let A E (TX”, let S = sign(A), and let 11 11 be any 
subordinate matrix norm. If IlS(A - S)il = E < 1 then 

jj-f-$A - A-~II 5 11~ - SII 5 +&I~A - ~-lll 

Proof. The matrix E = A - S satisfies 

E(21+ ES) = (A - A-‘)(1 + ES) 

The proof is entirely analogous to that of Lemma 5.2. n 

6. ITERATIONS 

A direct link between the matrix sign function and the polar decompo- 
sition is provided by the relation, for nonsingular A E C”‘“, 

(6.1) 

where A = UH is a polar decomposition. This relation, which is easily 
verified using the formula sign(A) = A(A2)-li2, was pointed out to us by 
R.. Byers (private communication, 1984) and was used implicitly in [17]. 
It allows us to take various formulas and iterations for the matrix sign 
function and convert them to iterations for the polar decomposition. For 
example, consider Roberts’s integral formula [41], 

sign(A) = iA 
s 

03(t21 + A2)-‘dt. 
0 

(6.2) 

Replacing A in this formula by [j* “,I and invoking (6.1), we obtain 

[u”’ ;] = &[j* ;] brn it”;““* ; t’I+A.A]-ldt. 
and the (1, 2) and (2, 1) blocks both yield the formula 

UdA s * 0 
m(t21 + A*A)-‘dt. (6.3) 
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This appears to be a new representation for the unitary polar factor U. 
Although (6.1) is strictly valid only for square nonsingular A (as otherwise 

[ A”. Ao] is singular), (6.3) holds for any rectangular matrix. We note that 
(6.3) can also be obtained using an integral formula given by Kato for 
C-l12, where C has positive definite Hermitian part [29, Section V.3.11, 
(3.43)]. Although we will not explore it here, one use for (6.3) is to derive 
perturbation bounds for U. 

On applying the Newton iteration (1.2) to [,“. “,I, we find that the 
iterates have the form 0 xk 

[ IT x; 0 

and we obtain the following Newton iteration for computing U: 

Xk+l = +i(xk +x,*), X,, = A. (64 

This iteration has been studied in [17] and [33]. 
In [32] Kenney and Laub derive a family of Pade iterations for comput- 

ing sign(A). They have the form 

xk+l = Xk&%-(X;)h(X;)-l, X0 = A, 

where p, and qs are polynomials of degree r and s respectively. Pandey, 
Kenney, and Laub [40] derive an explicit partial fraction form for the iter- 
ation with r = s - 1 (more recently, Kenney and Laub [35] have found a 
shorter derivation). The iteration is 

X k+l = ;&;(x;+&)-‘, X0 = A, 
i=l 2 

where 

& = f 1 +cos ( (2i - 1)7r 

> 

1 

2P ’ 
a;=&-l, i=l:p. 

As shown in [40], this iteration is very suitable for parallel computation. 
By exploiting (6.1) in the same way as in the derivation of (6.4), we obtain 
from (6.5) the new iteration for computing U 

X k+l (xix, + &-‘, X, = A E Cm'". (6.6) 

It is interesting to note that (6.5) can be obtained from (6.2), and (6.6) 
from (6.3), by changing the variable of integration according to t2 = (1 + 
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y)/(l - y), applying the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature rule, and iterating 
on the rule. From the theory for (6.5) [32, 35, 401 we deduce the following 
properties of (6.6): 

(1) The iteration (6.6) converges to U for any full-rank A E Cm’“, with 
order of convergence 2p. 

(2) One step of iteration (6.6) with p = 1, 

X k+l = 2XI,(XiXI, + 1)-l, X,, = A, (6.7) 

yields the conjugate transpose of the inverse of the matrix from one 
step of the Newton iteration (6.4), assuming Xk is a square, nonsin- 
gular matrix. 

(3) If p is a power of 2, one step of iteration (6.6) yields the matrix from 
log,p + 1 steps of the same iteration with p = 1. 

The second and third properties tell us that the iteration (6.6) is a 
convenient way of combining several Newton iterations into one. 

For the p = 1 iteration (6.7), it is easy to derive the relation 

x;+,xk+l - 1 = -(Xli+Xk + I)-2(x,*xk - 1)2. 

As long as A has full rank, this implies that ]]X;Xk -1112 < 1 for all iterates 
XI, (k > 1). Using property (3)) we can state a fourth property. (Strictly, 
we have shown this only for p a power of 2, but for general p the property 
can be established by an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [32].) 

(4) If A has full rank, every iterate from (6.6) satisfies ]]X;XI, - 1/]2 < 1 
(and hence ]]Xk - u]]s < 1 by Lemma 5.1). 

This last property is important because certain iterations for computing 
U can be guaranteed to converge only if ]]X,*Xc - 1112 < 1 [7]. An example 
is the quadratically convergent Schulz iteration 

Xkfl = xk [I + +,(I - x;xk)], (f-3.8) 

which is attractive because it involves only matrix multiplication. Property 
(4) opens the possibility of carrying out a fixed number of iterations of (6.6) 
and then switching to (6.8); a similar idea of switching from (6.4) to (6.8) 
is explored in [25]. 

Implementation of the iteration (6.6) on a parallel computer, including 
scaling to improve the speed of convergence, is described in a separate 
paper [24]. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that it is profitable to regard the matrix sign function 
S = sign(A) as part of a decomposition, A = SN. Analogies between S and 
N and the polar factors U and H suggest that most results for one decompo- 
sition will have a counterpart for the other. Motivated by this observation, 
we have derived some new results for both decompositions, including a new 
iteration for computing the polar decomposition. Of particular interest is 
the formula S = A(A2)-‘j2, the analogue of U = A(A*A)-l12, which is a 
concise way to define sign(A) that readily yields some of its key properties. 

I thank Des Higham for suggesting improvements to the manuscript. 
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